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Introduction: 

➢ The Principal-in-Charge in consultation with the Teachers Council and Staff Council 

resolved to put in place a cumulative questionnaire requesting feedback from students, the 

most integral component of an institute of learning. It was also decided the questions would 

cover all aspects of a student’s experience while studying at the institution. Accordingly, ten 

(10) questions were framed regarding design of curriculum, day-to-day teaching, library, 

internal evaluation system, interaction with administration, extracurricular activities. 2 more 

questions were asked that summed up the overall experience of the student during the 

duration of the three year undergraduate programme. 

 

Syllabus 

➢ Majority of Students said the syllabus who adequate (47%) and Challenging (30%) ; 

49% students oriented that ¾ of that students was covered in classes but a significant no 

(33%) who said that want 50 to 75% syllabus was covered. Regarding syllabus it was seen 

that majority of students believe that prescribed syllabus was adequate and 75-90% syllabus 

was covered in classes.  

 

Library 

➢ About 57 percent of students are contended faculty the library resources. There then half 

no. of respondent responded that prescribed readings were available to there through college 

library. See is an area of strength to library and can be definitely improved open in the future. 

The introduction of INFLIBNET and access to the reading room has been particularly 

welcomed the students’ community. 

 

Evaluation system 

➢ Class to be percent students responded with good in answer to effectiveness of internal 

evaluation system. 

 

Student Teacher relationship 

➢ The percentage of students who consider that the student-teacher relationship is warm 

and cordial is close to sixty percent most responses inured between good and very good. This 

sours that the college continues to maintain a healthy inter personal relationship behave 

students and teachers, a welcome sign in those turbulent times when campus disturbance are 

a common sight.  

 

Administrative 

➢ An overwhelming majority of students (80%) mentioned that the administrative officers 

are more classes helpful 

 

Extracurricular Activities 

➢ When it comes to student participation in Co-curricular activities the responses were 

almost divided into often (44%) on the one hand and sometimes rarely never (44%) on the 
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others. It is pertinent to note have that students participating in community outreach 

programme needs attention especially from NCC and NSS units which are the major modes 

of effecting institutional social responsibility. However, an overwhelming majority of 

responding believe that teachers were very co-operation and helpful in encouraging 

participation in extra-curricular activities.  

 

Overall rating 

➢ In the overall rating areas of strength are sports (56%); Extra Curricular activities (54%) 

Hostel (43%) Area to be improved upon consist of Academic content (21.42%) recreational 

facilities (27.15%). 
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5.

Mark only one oval.

BA Hons

BA Prog

BSc Hons

BSc Prog

6.

STUDENTS' FEEDBACK FORM  
RAMANANDA CENTENARY COLLEGE

* Indicates required question

Name *

Registration No. with Year *

WhatsApp No.

email ID

Course type *

Department



7.

Mark only one oval.

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

Provide feedback about the following aspects of your institution ( আপনার �িত�ােনর
িন�িলিখত িদক স�েক� �িত��য়া �দান ক�ন )

8.

Mark only one oval.

challenging (শ�)

adequate (পয �া�)

inadequate (অপয �া�)

dull (নীরস)

irrelevant (অ�াসি�ক)

9.

Mark only one oval.

90-100%

75-90%

50-75%

40-50%

less than 40%

Year of passing/graduation *

1. The syllabus was *

2. How much of the syllabus was taught in the class? ( �ােস কতটা িসেলবাস পড়ােনা
হেয়িছল?)

*



10.

Mark only one oval.

very good

good

average

poor

very poor

11.

Mark only one oval.

very good (খুব ভােলা)

good (ভােলা)

satisfactory (সে�াষজনক)

unsatisfactory (অসে�াষজনক)

very poor (খুব খারাপ)

12.

Mark only one oval.

very helpful (খুব সহায়ক)

helpful (সহায়ক)

indifferent (উদাসীন)

unsatisfactory (অসে�াষজনক)

cumbersome (ক�কর)

3. The internal evaluation system is (অভ��রীণ মূল�ায়ন ব�ব�া ) *

4. How do you rate the student-teacher relationship in your college? ( আপিন আপনার
কেলেজ ছা�-িশ�ক স�ক�েক কীভােব মূল�ায়ন কেরন?)

*

5. How do you find the administrative offices? (�শাসিনক অিফস স�েক� আপনার ধারণা িক? *



13.

Mark only one oval.

very often (বরাবর)

often (�ায়ই)

sometimes (মােঝ মােঝ)

rarely (খুব কমই)

never (কখেনা না)

14.

Mark only one oval.

very good

good

average

poor

very poor

15.

Mark only one oval.

very good

good

average

poor

very poor

6. Did you participate in any of the extracurricular activities in your college? (আপিন িক
আপনার কেলেজ পাঠ��ম বিহভূ�ত �কােনা কায ��েম অংশ�হণ কেরেছন?)

*

7. Give rating about the Library facilities *

8. Give rating about the Laboratory facilities *



16.

Mark only one oval.

very good

good

average

poor

very poor

17.

Mark only one oval.

very good

good

average

poor

very poor

18.

Mark only one oval.

very good

good

average

poor

very poor

19.

Mark only one oval.

yes

no

9. Give rating about the Computer facilities *

10. Give rating about the Hostel facilities *

11. Give rating about the Sports facilities *

12. Has your time at the Department/College been intellectually enriching? (িবভাগ/কেলেজ
আপনার সময় িক বু��বিৃ�কভােব সম�ৃ হেয়েছ?)

*


